
the GeNeSANté compeNSAtioN plAN is designed to help create a balanced way to  
reward the new independent Business owner (iBo) quickly and to provide generous residual  
income for enrolling customers and members plus enrolling, training and coaching an iBo  
Sales team organization. 

there are 5 ways to earn income and incentives with this compensation model. the only  
qualification to be paid Retail Profits and Fast Start Bonuses is to make a sale. To qualify for  
Sales team and matching Bonuses, an iBo must have 75 personal BV (Bonus Volume) each  
month and must have personally enrolled at least one iBo (with 75 BV) on the right “leg” and  
one iBo (with 75 BV) on the left “leg” of his/her organization.

5 WAYS TO EARN INCOME (AND INCENTIVES)

 (1)  ReTail PROFiTS

 (2)  FaST STaRT BOnuSeS

 (3) leadeRShiP (SaleS Team) PeRcenTage

 (4)  5 levelS OF geneRaTiOnal maTching BOnuSeS

 (5)  glOBal leadeRShiP PROFiT ShaRe and incenTiveS

(1) RETAIL PROFITS

With wholesale versus retail, you can profit on the sale of genaSanté products and put money  
in your pocket immediately. An iBo’s personal purchases are discounted up to 40% from the  
suggested retail price. When your customers and members order directly from the company,  
you receive the difference between their price and your discount! Retail profits are paid weekly.

(2) FAST START BONUSES

Rewarding the very important action of enrolling new iBOs is the Fast Start Bonus. as the enrolling 
iBo you can receive up to 20% of the BV of any new iBo Startup package, and this bonus is paid 
weekly.
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The most important thing we do is share the 
gift of health and wealth.
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personally 
enrolled 
volume 

requirement

2 personal 
enrollments
(one left and 

one right) each 
with 75 BV

3 personal
enrollments  

at 75 BV

3 personally 
enrolled Golds 
or 10 personals 
at 75 BV each

3 personally  
enrolled  

platinums or  
30 personals  
at 75 BV each

3 personally 
enrolled  

Diamonds or  
9 personally  

enrolled  
platinums or 

100 personals 
at 75 BV

3 personally 
enrolled  

presidentials, 
9 personally 

enrolled  
Diamonds or 

300 personals 
at 75 BV each

minimum
lesser leg 

Volume 
Requirement

75 BV in 
lesser leg

300 BV in 
lesser leg

lesser leg
Volume 

1,000 BV

lesser leg
Volume 

3,000 BV

lesser leg
Volume 

10,000 BV

lesser leg
Volume 

30,000 BV

Binary 
commission % 

paid in  
lesser leg

10% 10% 10% 12% 14% 16%

monthly
Binary income 

cap

$4,000 $12,000 $20,000 $40,000 $60,000 $100,000

ASSOCIATE GOLD PLATINUM DIAMOND PRESIDENTIAL STAR PD

LEADERShIP LEVELS

Get paid for doing what you would do anyway 
...share and connect.

YOUR HEALTH. OUR PASSION.

(3) LEADERShIP SALES TEAM VOLUME BONUSES

as a BV active iBO, once you achieve the associate level you are qualified to receive Sales Team  
bonuses for building your team. Simply enroll one iBo on your left leg (with a minimum of 75BV)  
and one iBo on your right leg (with a minimum of 75BV) and providing you have 75 total BV from  
customer, member and/or personal purchases, you are qualified to receive 10-16% of the total  
accumulated BV on your lesser leg. See the chart below for detail of the Sales team bonus  
percentages.

one outstanding compensation plan feature is that BV from your personal, customer and 
member purchases is also added to your monthly “lesser leg” BV. this means you can earn 
10-16% on these purchases over and above any discounts and retail profits.
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GENERATIONAL MATChING BONUSES PERCENTAGE TABLE 

 ASSOCIATE GOLD PLATINUM DIAMOND PRESIDENTIAL STAR PD

Generation 1 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

Generation 2  10% 10% 20% 20% 20%

Generation 3   10% 10% 20% 20%

Generation 4     10% 10%

Generation 5      10%

(4) 5-LEVEL GENERATIONAL MATChING BONUSES

The secret to creating a long-lasting stable income that can reward you for years to come is to
make sure the iBOs on your team are also successful. The genaSanté generational matching
Bonus was designed specifically to provide you with a huge income incentive for accomplishing  
new leadership levels, while helping others do the same.

matching bonuses generously reward you with a percentage of matching income check for up to 
5 generations of iBos in your personal line of sponsorship. As your team members achieve higher 
and higher levels of income, you can earn a matching Bonus based on a percentage of their monthly 
check. in other words, the mORe mOneY your team members make, the more money YOu maKe!

(5) GLOBAL LEADERShIP PROFIT ShARE AND INCENTIVES   
(This profit share will not apply until 6 months following GeneSanté formal launch)

When you reach the rank of Diamond, you may be eligible to receive a percentage of the global  
profit pool from .5% to 2%. Other rewards may include travel rewards & seasonal incentives to  
be announced.
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YOUR HEALTH. OUR PASSION.
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The GenaSanté 7-Step Business Coach Success System 
CD’s are included With Every IBO Startup Package.
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DEFINITIONS

YOUR HEALTH. OUR PASSION.

BV Active Requirement: An iBo is considered “BV Active” when, in the previous calendar month,  
the iBo has a minimum of 75BV (Bonus Volume) either from his/her personal product purchases or  
the total of his/her personal product purchases combined with purchases of his/her directly enrolled 
customers and members who are not iBos.

Commission Eligible: in order to qualify for Sales team and matching Bonuses, an iBo (a) must  
have 75 personal BV each month and (b) must have personally enrolled at least one iBo (with 75 BV) 
on the right “leg” and one iBo (with 75 BV) on the left “leg” of his/her organization.

Binary % Cap: the company is scheduled to pay up to 45% of BV dollars taken in. if the  
compensation plan is paying out more than 45%, the top 35% of earning distributors will be  
“capped” on a pro-rated basis to bring the compensation back to a maximum 45% pay out. 

Retail Customer: any non-iBO who purchases products at the retail purchase price.

Member: any non-iBO who pays an annual member Fee of $19.95 which entitles them to purchase 
products at a 15% discount.

Non-Flushing Volume: providing an iBo remains "BV Active" as described above, volume is never 
flushed. 

The Company reserves the right to make changes, enhancements and/or adjustments to the  
compensation plan at any time. 

Pay Periods: 

• direct and Fast Start Bonuses Pay cycle: each monday, 12:00 am (PST) thru Sunday,  
 11:59 Pm (PST) 
 Note: Direct and Fast Start Bonuses are paid weekly on the Friday following the close of each   
 pay period.

•  Sales Team Bonuses and matching Bonuses Pay cycle: The first day of each month beginning   
 12:00 am (PST) and closing the last day of that month at 11:59 Pm (PST) 
 Note: Sales Team Bonuses and Matching Bonuses are paid monthly 10 days following the close  
 of each pay period.
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GenaSanté has created a “Tools-Based Culture” for training, 
coaching and supporting every IBO to reach their goals.


